
ROSA ELENA LOZANO ARTON 
 

Personal Information 
Age:   57 years old   Nationality:  Mexican 
Address:  Hda. de San Antonio 198 Haciendas del Carrizal 
   Irapuato, Guanajuato, Mexico 
Phone Number:  +52 462 627 00 01   Cel:   +52 462 107 86 22 
Email addresses: lozano_arton@prodigy.net.mx lozano_arton@yahoo.com.mx 
Languages:  Spanish (mother tongue) English 100%  French 50% 
Software managed: Word, Excel, PowerPoint, CorelDraw, Adobe Acrobat and Trados, 

InDesign & WordFast. 
Payment Method:  Bank transfer (preferably) or Paypal account 
 
Self Description: 
I am an assertive professional, self motivated, used to working under pressure, very reliable 
and punctual when it comes to deadlines. Self demanding, and critical about details. I am an 
eager reader and with a wide cultural knowledge.  
My objective is to offer my services as a translator/proof-reader/editor from English into 
Spanish.  
 
Translating Experience:        
I have worked as a freelancer for more than 12 years and have done several works for these 
clients: 
 
  
 
1. For Lingo 24 a big translation agency based in Romania, translating and proofreading 

marketing materials for various kind of products. As this company has different PM’s for 
each specialty, I cannot set a special reference in this case.  Several projects include 
Marketing material proofreading and translation. This has been ongoing in a weekly 
basis, for  big projects such as OpinionWorld etc. I have covered more than 500 
projects during the the last 5 years.  

2. For World Writers a big translation agency based in England, translating the contents of 
Websites, marketing projects with H&M, Adidas, HSBC and DHL. Legal contracts, and 
brochure. Some of the works include transcreation.  

3.  For Language Translations. A company based in San Diego California, I 
have been proofreading medical material for UC San Diego since around 4 
years ago, in a weekly basis. 

4. For Translation Central. A company based in the UK, I have been working for 
more than 4 years holding all kinds of projects, medical, educational, 
marketing, etc.  

5. For Global Arena. A company in the USA, doing checking and editing mostly 
regarding insurance materials. Have worked for over 2 years. 

6. Technovate. A translation company in the USA, a huge project of over 100,000 words a 
marketing catalog. 

7. For Translatiion Cloud over the last year translating different materials regarding 
medical, legal and marketing topics. 
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8. Lingotek, an agency in USA, checking editing through an online tool medical documents 
on a weekly basis. I have started working with them since January 2013 and have 
already covered around 7 projects. 

In any case this customers can send references upon request. 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 



English & Translation Related Studies:   
 
2006-2007   Universidad Iberoamericana    Campus León, Gto. 

                  Translation Diploma –English – Spanish – English  

2004-2005 Cambridge University British Council Universidad de Guanajuato   
   
  COTE Certificate of Overseas Teachers of English 

 
1978-1980  Instituto Anglo Mexicano de Cultura A.C.  
 
  Translation Diploma English Spanish 
  Translation Diploma Spanish English 
 
1976-1978 Cambridge University through Instituto Anglo Mexicano de Cultura  
  A.C. 
 
  FCE First Certificate in English  
                                             
 
Current Job:  

2003 -  English Teacher at a technical institution, working with online courses for 4  

  daily hours just assessing students. 

Memberships and Associations: 

  Member of Proz: Translator community in Internet; URL 
 http://www.proz.com/profile/47422. 

  Member of Translators Café community in Internet 
  Member of OMT (Mexican Translators Association)  
   
 

Main Interests:  

I love reading both in English and in Spanish, I am an eager reader, and my favourite reading 

topics are, history, politics, culture, travel & tourism, literature in general. I love surfing the net 

to learn more about topics I am translating, researching about them in order to render the best 

possible result in my work.  

 

 



Current Best Rates for Translation (TRADOS): 

Cost: 
              Word/ Rate              Total      

Repetitions       

100%              0 x $0.00   =       $0.00    

95% - 99%         0 x $0.00     =       $0.00   

85% - 94%         0 x $0.05   =       $0.00       

75% - 84%         0  x $0.05   =       $0.00 

50% - 74%         0  x $0.05   =       $0.00    

No Match        0  x $0.08  =     $0.00     

 

Current Best Rates for Proofreading: 

.04 Per source word. 
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